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**2020**

- *Brazilians on Bolsonaro's first year: 'If you disagree, you're seen as a traitor'* | Brazil | The Guardian
- *'Like a bomb going off': why Brazil's largest reserve is facing destruction* | Biodiversity | The Guardian
- *Star Tribune Error: 404*
- *'It tastes like clay': residents of Rio alarmed by murky, smelly tap water* | Brazil | The Guardian
- *'Genocide' fears for isolated tribes as ex-missionary named to head Brazil agency* | Brazil | The Guardian
- *'The playbook is the American alt-right': Bolsonaristas follow familiar extremist tactics* | Jair Bolsonaro | The Guardian
- *'Project of death': alarm at Bolsonaro's plan for Amazon-spanning bridge* | Global development | The Guardian
- *Brazilians call for boycotts of major companies that support Bolsonaro* | Brazil | The Guardian
- *'Come back Monday. OK?' Hundreds of prisoners escape in Brazil amid Covid-19 anger* | Brazil | The Guardian
- *Climate crisis blamed for rains and floods that have killed 150 in Brazil* | Flooding | The Guardian
- *The isolated tribes at risk of illness from Amazon missionaries* | Global health | The Guardian
- *Brazil coronavirus: medics fear official tally ignores 'a mountain of deaths'* | Global health | The Guardian
'We’re abandoned to our own fate': coronavirus menaces Brazil's favelas | Global development | The Guardian

Brazil using coronavirus to cover up assaults on Amazon, warn activists | Brazil | The Guardian

'Enormous disparities': coronavirus death rates expose Brazil's deep racial inequalities | Coronavirus | The Guardian

Brazil stops releasing Covid-19 death toll and wipes data from official site | Brazil | The Guardian

'We are facing extermination': Brazil losing a generation of indigenous leaders to Covid-19 | Global development | The Guardian

A fifth of Brazilian soy in Europe is result of deforestation | Deforestation | The Guardian

Dramatic footage fuels fears Amazon fires could be worse than last year | Brazil | The Guardian

Coronavirus Spreading to Brazil’s Vulnerable Interior

Resistance to the 'environmental sect' is a cornerstone of Bolsonaro’s rule | Environment | The Guardian

Goldmining having big impact on indigenous Amazon communities | Amazon rainforest | The Guardian

2018-2019

'Flowering of hate': bitter election brings wave of political violence to Brazil | Brazil | The Guardian

Jair Bolsonaro wins Brazil vote but not outright victory | Brazil | The Guardian

Bolsonaro backers wage war on the rainforest | Brazil | The Guardian

Commentary column: Bolsonaro may bring tragedy to Brazil. His supporters don’t care. | Reuters

Snitch on a teacher: Bolsonaro win sparks push against 'indoctrination' | Brazil | The Guardian
More than a meal: the swanky Rio restaurant for homeless people | Global development | The Guardian

Hundreds feared dead as Brazil dam collapse releases mud tide | Brazil | The Guardian

'It was execution': 13 dead in Brazil as state pushes new gang policy | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil: two ex-police officers arrested over murder of Marielle Franco | Brazil | The Guardian

Bolsonaro under fire for smearing reporter who covered scandal involving his son | Jair Bolsonaro | The Guardian

'Same rhetoric': Bolsonaro's US visit to showcase populist alliance with Trump | Jair Bolsonaro | The Guardian

Fox News, nepotism and bigotry: Bolsonaro brings his Trump act to DC | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazilian drug gang opens fire on convoy of trucks carrying nuclear fuel | Brazil | The Guardian

Fury as Bolsonaro orders Brazil army to mark 55th anniversary of military coup | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil replaces far-right education minister with conspiracy theorist | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil: 10 soldiers arrested after firing more than 80 bullets into family's car | Brazil | The Guardian

How Brazil and South Africa became the world's most populist countries | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil finds worrying levels of pesticides in water of 1,400 towns | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil: indigenous people rally in capital to protest against Bolsonaro onslaught | Brazil | The Guardian

'They have free rein': Rio residents fear police violence under far-right rule | Brazil | The Guardian
Brazil reels at claims judge who jailed Lula collaborated with prosecutors | Brazil | The Guardian

Bolsonaro minister who jailed Lula takes leave after leaks cast doubt on impartiality | Brazil | The Guardian

Revealed: rampant deforestation of Amazon driven by global greed for meat | Brazil | The Guardian

New generation of political exiles leave Bolsonaro's Brazil 'to stay alive' | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil officials failed to act after warning of ‘fire day’ in Amazon, prosecutors say | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil: fears for isolated Amazon tribes as fires erupt on protected reserves | Amazon rainforest | The Guardian

Protesters besiege Brazilian embassies worldwide over Amazon fires | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil environment minister to meet US climate denier group before UN summit | Brazil | The Guardian

Amazon deforestation is driven by criminal networks, report finds | Amazon rainforest | The Guardian

Video of black teen whipped for stealing chocolate sparks outrage in Brazil | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazilians blame Rio governor's shoot-to-kill policy for death of girl | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazilian court upholds corruption conviction for ex-president Lula | Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva | The Guardian

Two children shot dead in Rio violence days before Carnival | Rio de Janeiro | The Guardian

Brazilians turn to carnival as an escape from crime and corruption | Brazil | The Guardian
Brazilian army to take control of security in Rio as violence rises | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil military's growing role in crime crackdown fuels fears among poor | Brazil | The Guardian

Their forefathers were enslaved. Now, 400 years later, their children will be landowners | Brazil | The Guardian

Protests held across Brazil after Rio councillor shot dead | Rio de Janeiro | The Guardian

Marielle Franco: Brazil’s favelas mourn the death of a champion | Rio de Janeiro | The Guardian

Brazil's Lula ordered to surrender after court backs jailing | Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva | The Guardian

'It is strange': Brazilian church blockbuster plays to empty cinemas | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil faces calls for return to military dictatorship amid truckers' strike | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazilian teenager dies after police helicopter strafes favela | Brazil | The Guardian

Geovani Martins: the favela-raised author hailed for capturing Rio's spirit | Brazil | The Guardian

'Lesser evil': how Brazil's militias wield terror to seize power from gangs | Brazil | The Guardian

Marielle Franco murder: Amnesty urges independent monitor of police inquiry | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil National Museum: as much as 90% of collection destroyed in fire | Brazil | The Guardian

Brazil museum fire: ‘incalculable’ loss as 200-year-old Rio institution gutted | Brazil | The Guardian
2014-2017

As Brazil marks 50th anniversary of the coup, more people open up about the dictatorship - The Washington Post

At World Cup in Brazil, street art reveals conflicted feelings - The Washington Post

Brazilians pulled off the World Cup. But an even higher hurdle looms: The 2016 Olympics

Videos of police crimes spur Brazilians to confront a longtime problem - The Washington Post

Flimsy shacks and empty new apartments: Brazil’s housing crisis tears urban fabric - The Washington Post

Afro-Brazilian religions struggle against Evangelical hostility - The Washington Post

Polluted waters could force Rio de Janeiro to move 2016 Olympic races - The Washington Post

In Rio, the water’s fine... just don’t fall in - The Washington Post

In Rio, Olympic ambitions, but a bottom-line conscience - The Washington Post

Brazil’s ban on WhatsApp is lifted less than 24 hours after it began - The Washington Post

Rio’s flashy new Museum of Tomorrow overlooks a big problem of today - The Washington Post

Rio planned Olympic-scale sewerage project. But citizens say no thanks. - The Washington Post

Six months out, Rio organizers are still a long way from the finish line - The Washington Post

Many Brazilians are outraged over a brutal gang rape. Others blame the victim. - The Washington Post
Facing crime wave, Brazil to deploy 85,000 soldiers and police to guard Olympics - The Washington Post

Financial calamity declared in Rio weeks before Olympics, but Games will go on - The Washington Post

Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region

Cash-strapped Rio state says Olympics will be fine. But what about afterward? - The Washington Post

The Olympics may turn Rio into traffic hell - The Washington Post

2011-2013

Favela tourism in Rio de Janeiro | Rio de Janeiro holidays | The Guardian

Rio – It’s a jungle out there – From Brazil

Brazilian federal district to ban toy guns in bid to reduce violent crime | Brazil | The Guardian